
Conversion Rate 
Optimization & Google 

Adwords
$19,071.51 from $248.06 in ad spend



Introduction & Problems Areas
Biktrix is a Canadian company that produces high quality electric bikes. 

Due to the higher cost of their bikes we suggested moving away from facebook ads since they were not profitable

There was lack of content .The advertising ad copy, offer & images were not effective



Previous Adspend & CPA
The cost per Purchase was 

a tad High at $789.65

This resulted in a loss since 
CPA was higher than the 

margins



Previous Campaign Analysis

We found that males in the age range 30-50 were most 
likely to convert

We saw that the coastal regions of USA were more likely 
to convert & we crafted content & began offline marketing 
specifically targeted to these regions

We noticed that the previous ad copy & images  need to 
be revamped

 



Our Strategy
1. Optimize ads & with emphasis on google adwords rather than facebook

2. Conversion Rate Optimization.Revamping the old site 

3. Intercepting the best customers of our competition



Optimization
We reduced the price by $100 to $1,999

Used Neuromarketing, the slant red section made the ad difficult to ignore

Used urgency, mentioned last 2 were left

 



Conversion Rate Optimization
Completely rehauled the theme for higher conversions , urgency, reviews, video , 
better descriptions  & better photograpghy were major factors



Adwords Sculpting
Based on previous Data , chose the most likely audience to convert and adjusted 
bids accordingly

Added negative keywords to keep scuplting the audience



Intercepting Competitors
We made  a list of our Top 5 competitors , found the top keywords they rank for 
and made ad campaigns as part of top of the funnel strategy. We used refreshing 
content on facebook as a mid funnel strategy & retargeting as bottom of the funnel 
strategy



Future Plans
We have a more robust content strategy which is bringing in more visitors. We are 
strategically timing launching ads when our customers are more likely to spend 
money. For example just after tax season.

We have come up with an ecom funnel with higher conversion & upsells. We have 
also come up with a giveaway facebook messenger strategy.This should take 
things to the next level.



CONTACT DIGITAL TRAFFICKERS TODAY




